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ABSTRACT

In this study, we explore the stylistic differences of re-
gional Chinese opera genres with convolutional neural net-
works in audio domain. In the classification experiment,
we report an F1 value of 0.88 for the classification of 18
Chinese opera genres. Besides, we also performed cluster-
ing of the learnt embeddings to investigate the similarity
between genres. Finally, a positive correlation between
music embedding distance and geographical distance of
these regional genres was found.

1. INTRODUCTION

Chinese opera, or Xiqu, is a form of theatrical art with more
than a thousand years of history. It contains many regional
branches such as Yu Ju, Hu Ju, and Jing Ju (Peking Opera),
which eventually evolve into opera genres with large stylis-
tic differences. Most of the genres are named after their
birthplaces, and closely associate with regional style and
traditions, especially dialects.

As the most popular and representative Chinese opera
genre, Peking Opera has received lots of attention in the
MIR field. In works like [1–3], music structure and singing
styles of Peking Opera were analyzed. However, few
works has conducted over other Chinese opera genres. To
our knowledge, only [4] used traditional audio descriptors
to discriminate genres with feature fusion techniques. How
much stylistic difference exists among Chinese Opera gen-
res? In what ways do the genres influence each other? With
these questions in mind, this extended abstract investigates
the genre differences among Chinese operas through genre
classification and clustering analysis tasks performed by
convolutional neural network.

2. METHODOLOGY

2.1 Data

The dataset contains 4070 aria recordings from 18 genres:
Huangmei Xi (黄梅戏), Jing Ju (京剧), Yue Ju (越剧),
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Yu Ju (豫剧), Yue Ju (粤剧), Chao Ju (潮剧), Hu Ju (沪
剧), Jin Ju(晋剧), Ping Ju(评剧), Huagu Xi(花鼓戏), Qu
Ju(曲剧), Qin Qiang(秦腔), Lu Ju(吕剧), Kun Qu(昆曲),
Bangzi(梆子), Chuan Ju(川剧), Xi Ju(锡剧), Huai Ju(淮
剧), where the genres are balanced with roughly 240 pieces
for each. The arias are sung by Chinese opera masters and
are collected by Tencent Music Entertainment. To elimi-
nate the effect of individual voice on the classification, the
recordings were obtained from a wide range of singers. We
split the training and testing by 9 : 1.

The model discussed in next section will take in time-
frequency representation of 3s audio segment from the
tracks, and we utilized both vocal and instrumental regions
of the track, as they both encodes stylistic information re-
garding the specific genre. For the classification of the test-
ing track, we averaged over the softmax predictions on all
segments to achieve the final label.

Figure 1. Confusion matrix among 18 opera genres on the
testing set.

2.2 Model

We adopted the Musicnn [5] model for our genre classifi-
cation task. Designed for music auto-tagging, the model
contains horizontal (temporal) and vertical (spectral) con-
volutional filters that was perceptually and musically mo-



tivated. We chose a batch size of 64 and used Adam as the
optimizer, with a learning rate of 10−5.

3. ANALYSIS

3.1 Classification Result

Classification on the 18 genres reached an accuracy of
87.9% and f1 score of 88.1% on the testing set. the con-
fusion matrix is shown in Figure 1. We can observe that
most genres are correctly identified with accuracy > 0.8,
whereas the most easily mistaken genres are Hu Ju and Yue
Ju, which both features Wu Chinese in their arias, a dialect
originated from Shanghai and Zhejiang.

Figure 2. TSNE embedding projection of a subset of clips
from the testing set, with colors distinguishing genres.

3.2 Cluster Analysis

Figure 3. KMeans clustering result of the testing set clips,
projected by TSNE.

With the dimension reduction algorithm T-SNE, we
plotted the last layer output learnt by the model, where
each segment is encoded as a 200-dimensional vector. As
shown in Figure 2, several prominent clusters are already
formed in the visualization of embedding space. Among

the 18 genres, Jing Ju, Kun Qu, Chao Ju, Jin Ju, Lv Ju are
the ones that stands out distinctively from the data.

What does the clustering of these features tell us if we
don’t provide labels? KMeans clustering divides the data
in 200-dimension space into 8 clusters, and then projected
into 2D space by TSNE as shown in Figure 3. Given the
clustering result and comparing with 2, we can observe
three prominent clusters besides the distinguishing genres:
Southern genres (Huangmei Xi - Yue Ju - Hu Ju - Huai
Ju), Yellow River region genres (Qin Qiang - Yu Ju), and
Northern genres (Ping Ju - Bangzi) . It’s worth noticing
that the clusters exhibits close relation with geographical
proximity.

3.3 Regional Influence

How much does regional influence affect the evolution of
Chinese opera style? Does adjacent regions have their
opera style similar to each other? We approximate the ge-
ographical location of each genre as their originate city ac-
cording to [6]. With the help of Geopy [7], the physical
distance between these cities are calculated. We evaluate
the musical similarity using the cosine distance between
each pair of genres (18C2 = 153 pairs), which is calcu-
lated as the mean of all data points’ last-layer embedding.
As shown in Figure 4, the two variables demonstrate a
weak positive correlation, which is confirmed by the Spear-
man’s correlation coefficient (r = 0.162 and p < 0.05).
Thus, music content embeddings supports the hypothesis
that Chinese opera styles were influenced and mixed across
regions.

Figure 4. Geographical distance vs. cosine distance be-
tween each pair of the genres.

4. CONCLUSION

In this work, we first classified 18 regional genres of Chi-
nese operas through Musicnn model and achieved 88% ac-
curacy. Then, clustering and similarity analysis were per-
formed on the last layer vectors from the learnt model.
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